
I’m always inspired by high quality work 

regardless of the worker’s discipline or 

profession.  This inspiration fl ows from my 

own efforts to write publishable articles, 

develop and present highly effective lec-

tures, and provide outstanding services 

as an administrator. My own struggles 

help me understand the daunting chal-

lenges one faces when attempting to 

produce excellent, relevant work, espe-

cially in the face of obstacles presented 

by a disadvantaged background. As I read 

this edition of the FEF Focus, I’m deeply 

inspired by the quality of work by McKnight graduates and matric-

ulating Fellows, Junior Faculty Fellows, our pre-college students, 

FEF staff and special guests.

You will read, for example, an excellent story written by Phyllis 

Reddick about MDF Fellow Ileana Pacheco-Colón’s research on 

how exercise mitigates the effect of drugs on adolescents and her 

remarkable publication record. Pacheco-Colón is highly sought 

for collaboration in part due to her profi ciency with multiple lan-

guages and ability to infuse the humanities into the diagnostic 

experience.  

You also will be considerably impressed by McKnight graduate 

Dr. Candice Ulmer’s research at the CDC, helping America’s 

health professionals understand the data that enables them 

to diagnose, control, and prevent disease. The Candice Ulmer 

story illustrates not only the signifi cant success of our graduate 

students, but also the importance of providing opportunities 
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Experienced Faculty Advise New Class of McKnight Doctoral Fellows

Academia is sometimes disparaged as the province of in-

tellectuals who are disconnected from ordinary people and 

real life problems. That perspective is far from the academic 

world described by two FEF keynote speakers at the 2019 

McKnight New Fellows Orientation. Offering encouragement, 

advice, and their own experiences to the newest cohort of 

McKnight Doctoral Fellows, Drs. Ylce Irizarry and Ali Gordon 

emphasized people as resources as well as benefi ciaries for 

their doctoral journeys.

Dr. Irizarry, Associate Professor of English at the University 

of South Florida and a McKnight Junior Faculty Fellowship 

alumna, is the author of Chicana/o and Latina/o Fiction: The New Memory of Latinidad, 

which received the 2017 Modern Language Association prize for U.S. Latina/o and Chi-

as early as primary school for students to learn more science 

and mathematics, both pure and applied. To that end, we at 

FEF continue to increase such opportunities at the pre-college 

level, particularly as we purposefully expand the reach of our 

coding programs.  

You will read, for example, how we helped middle and high school 

students in our annual statewide challenge develop mobile 

apps that address real-world challenges such as school safety. 

You’ll also learn that we’ve substantially increased the number 

of our summer coding camps, from seven to 15 in Northwest 

Miami-Dade, including our fi rst four offerings for elementary-aged 

children. 

The founder of our CodeMasters Program, Lyra Logan, Executive 

Vice President and General Counsel, trained additional instruc-

tors and secured funding for the Miami expansion as well as a 

second year grant to offer the coding program in Hillsborough 

County.  Additionally, several established Tampa organizations, 

impressed by the success of the program last year, invited her to 

offer similar programs for their students. These new relationships 

enhance our ability to impact more students and help grow their 

interest in math, science, engineering and technology.

We continue this work because, in our global economy, a person’s 

ability to enter and succeed in the workforce requires advanced 

skills, greater knowledge and more rigorous academic prepa-

ration. The primary goal of the FEF is to provide both graduate 

and pre-college students with chances to hone skills, increase 

knowledge, and prepare to achieve their professional goals and 

objectives while they serve the global community. 

Dr. Ylce Irizarry
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McKnight Alumna Profi le: Seasoned Research Chemist Dr. Candice Ulmer

“It’s nice to come into work and feel that what 

I’m doing is making a difference—analyzing 

markers and lab reports that help America’s 

health professionals diagnose, control, and pre-

vent disease.”

-- MDF Alumna Dr. Candice Ulmer

Three years after earning her Ph.D. in 

analytical chemistry from the University of 

Florida, Dr. Candice Ulmer is a Research 

Chemist and Associate Service Fellow at 

the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention (CDC) in Atlanta, Georgia. Given 

her background, work ethic, and early pen-

chant for math and science, she seemed 

destined for a career in chemistry, a fi eld 

Ulmer describes as “the applied version of 

science and math.” Some credit for her accomplishments can 

also be attributed to the wise counsel of mentors.

She grew up in Orangeburg, South Carolina, and quickly points 

out that her hometown has not one, but two historically black 

universities—Clafl in and South Carolina State. She is the older of 

two sisters and the daughter of educators. Her mother taught 7th 

grade English and Social Studies in a magnet program, and her 

father was a vocational instructor of auto mechanics at Denmark 

Technical College. Her mother strived to identify and cultivate her 

daughters’ interests early.

As a result, by seventh grade, Ulmer had begun attending sum-

mer STEM programs at Clafl in University and Spelman College 

in Atlanta. Shadowing graduate students and learning to use 

instruments she previously didn’t know existed, Ulmer discovered 

a love for chemistry. “Most people don’t believe me, but I have 

been practicing chemistry since I was 12 years old.”  

Eventually, Ulmer attended the College 

of Charleston, where, directed by Dr. 

Wendy Cory, she researched the phar-

maceutical degradation of non-steroidal 

anti-infl ammatory drugs (NSAIDs) in the 

environment. In 2012, she graduated 

with her bachelor’s degree in chemistry 

and biochemistry. Without pause, Ulmer 

successfully applied for the McKnight Doc-

toral Fellowship, and by 2016, just four 

years after completing her undergraduate 

degree, Ulmer earned her doctorate at the 

University of Florida.  

What Ulmer’s impressive CV doesn’t refl ect are certain challenges 

encountered throughout her career—“unwelcomed reminders of 

my status as a woman and a minority in science.” She learned 

early to seek mentors for understanding, encouragement, and ad-

vice, and to work with organizations and committees who shared 

her values. UF’s Offi ce 

of Graduate Minority 

Programs was very in-

fluential; it was like a 

family unit where you 

could go and talk about 

issues; the Black Grad-

uate Student Organiza-

tion was also helpful. 

Now, Ulmer is honored 

to mentor others.  

As a graduate student, 

she discussed gradua-

tion requirements with 

her graduate committee. She made a list, and crossed items 

off with each accomplishment. By the third year of her doctoral 

program, she started applying for jobs. Her advisor suggested 

she apply to the National Research Council (NRC) for a post doc, 

and she secured a position a year prior to graduation.  

The position, which NRC held for her, was as a two-year postdoc-

toral Research Chemist at NIST (National Institute of Standards 

and Technology). Then, after just nine months, Ulmer received 

an offer for another job, a position more aligned with her career 

plan, at the CDC. With a timeline for wrapping up her projects, 

Ulmer was able to leave NIST after 14 months for the CDC.

As a clinical research chemist at the CDC, she determines wheth-

er patients are at risk for specifi c diseases according to their urine 

or blood markers. By the time Ulmer receives fl uid samples, they 

are absent of all traces of the patients’ identities. She then helps 

build patient profi les, analyzing why they are sick. In contrast, 

at NIST, she might have to search for two or three items in three 

gigabytes of data, a process Ulmer likened to searching for a 

“needle in a haystack.”  

At the CDC, Ulmer helps define the 

numerical ranges in laboratory reports—

what normal and abnormal mean, and 

she travels extensively to explain these 

fi ndings to clinicians. In this manner, Ul-

mer helps ensure the standardization of 

clinical measurements. “It’s nice to come 

into work and feel that what I’m doing is 

making a difference,” she said, “analyz-

ing markers and lab reports that help 

America’s health professionals diagnose, 

control, and prevent disease.”  

Dr. Candice Ulmer

Dr. Ulmer in the lab

Dr. Ulmer  at the 2019 Mid-Year Research & Writing 
Conference
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students declared they were saved or em-

powered by learning in her classes about 

literary voices that refl ected their lives and 

experiences. 

 

Dr. Ali Gordon is the Associate Dean of 

Graduate Affairs in the College of Engineer-

ing and Computer Science and Professor 

of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 

at the University of Central Florida. He has 

received the Air Force Offi ce of Scientifi c 

Research Summer Faculty Fellowship four 

times, the UCF Teaching Incentive Program 

Award twice, and this year, he is one of two 

inaugural Champions of Undergraduate 

Research at UCF.  

A product of public schools in Washington, 

D.C., Gordon developed strong relation-

ships with middle and high school faculty 

and became familiar with laboratory envi-

ronments at a young age. His mother was 

an early infl uence; she earned bachelor’s 
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Experienced Faculty Advise New Class of McKnight Doctoral Fellows
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MCKNIGHT DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP CLASS OF 2019-2020 (Five-Year Fellows)

2%
7%

2%

24%

30% Discipline Breakdown

Business (3)

Education (3)

Social Sciences (13)

STEM-Engineering/

Computer Sciences (11)

STEM-Math (1)

and master’s degrees in psychology. 

Other infl uences were extended family 

members who liked car repair, architec-

ture, and electronics. 

Gordon advised the new Fellows to plan 

their exit strategies by beginning “with the 

end in mind.” He also encouraged them 

to enjoy their time as students, recalling 

the times he bonded over tea with fellow 

students from China and India.

You ought to go beyond your comfort zones, 

he said, because this is your time to grow 

and fi gure out what does and doesn’t work. 

“Let the program change you,” because 

later, as faculty, there is no room to fail.  

Working with people is critically important 

in graduate studies. Having grown up as 

an only child and a loner, Gordon had to 

learn to collaborate. Learn what other 

students are working on, who the senior 

researchers are, and who could be helpful 

to you, he advised, to “have breadth as 

well as depth” of knowledge.  

Doctoral students must also strategi-

cally select faculty to help them and 

understand that faculty expect them to 

contribute to their activities as well. He 

relies on students to put him in a position 

to help. “My favorite students let me know 

what they’re working on daily. It helps me 

drive the car.” 

7%

STEM-Health/Life/

Physical Sciences (14)
Humanities (1)

28%

Dr. Ali Gordon

cana/o Literary and Cultural Studies as 

well as a Book Award from the National 

Association of Chicana/o Studies.  

Growing up as a child of Dominican and 

Spanish/Puerto Rican parents, Irizarry 

witnessed the effects of racism and 

discrimination early, particularly when 

she ‘took a letter’ for her father, a union 

delegate, advocating for his co-workers. 

Such experiences cemented in her the 

importance of having a voice.  Irizarry 

reminded students, citing media dis-

tortions in the Trayvon Martin murder 

case, that institutions frequently alter 

and silence voices, especially those of 

minorities, and often to hide culpability.

“A doctorate provides you with a powerful 

voice. You must use it,” she said, and 

urged the audience to remember their 

“pre-existing” conditions, their “import-

ant roots,” when they enter their doctoral 

programs. In her career, Irizarry uses 

literature “to show students the past and 

the present and to imagine a future that 

does not repeat the social and ecological 

disasters of our present.”

Earlier in her life, Irizarry thought her 

impact was limited to teaching students 

“how to read,” and she was fond of say-

ing she would never save lives with her 

Ph.D. in English. That was before some 

2019 NEW FELLOWS’ ORIENTATION HIGHLIGHTS: Left to right: Deans Dr. Guillermo Prado, UM; Dr. Adrienne Stephenson, FSU; and Dr.  Henry Frierson, UF on the Graduate 
Deans’ Roundtable; new Fellows at the Opening Plenary; Dr. Lawrence Morehouse welcomes new Fellows; and Dr. Marvin Dawkins advises Fellows on negotiating the Ph.D. environment .
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McKnight Doctoral Fellow Profi le: Ileana Pacheco-Colón

As a child, Ileana Pacheco-Colón did not 

aspire to be a scientist. Hers was a happy, 

carefree childhood in Puerto Rico with 

her parents and younger brother. They 

lived in a rural part of Guaynabo, a city at 

the foot of a mountain. Always studious, 

Pacheco-Colón was a bookworm who loved 

drawing and dancing but otherwise didn’t 

engage in many physical activities.  

In the lower grades, she was so focused on school that she 

wouldn’t realize when the weekend had begun. When her 

mother took her shopping or on other outings, she was eager 

to return home to study all subjects. However, she wasn’t set 

on pursuing science as a career. Science began to interest 

Pacheco-Colón only after she entered high school.  

About the same time, the economy of Puerto Rico, once stable, 

was faltering. There were fewer tourism dollars following 9-11 

and the economic downturn on the 

mainland. Increased competition for 

jobs and investments coupled with 

the loss of tax incentives exacerbat-

ed the problem.

Nonetheless, Pacheco-Colón’s high 

school academic excellence earned 

her a spot at Brown University to 

study psychology, and in 2008, she 

left Puerto Rico and her family for 

Providence, Rhode Island. Brown 

didn’t have a core curriculum, and 

Pacheco-Colón was happy to have 

the option to not take science cours-

es other than biology, a prerequisite for psychology. Through 

biology, Pacheco-Colón discovered neuroscience, which she 

enjoyed so much she chose to pursue a bachelor of science 

rather than a B.A. in psychology.

She also benefi ted from Brown’s policy of allowing undergrad-

uate and graduate students to take the same classes. As an 

undergrad, Pacheco-Colón had the unusual opportunity to study 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). This rare early exposure 

to MRI would soon become a critical factor in her career path; 

only later did she realize how fortunate she was.  

Despite her scholastic success, Pacheco-Colón wasn’t sure 

about her path. She noticed that students who planned to go 

to law school, for instance, were already headed toward that 

goal. She could not identify good reasons to go to law school; 

nor could she afford an unpaid internship like some. 

Taking the MRI course had boosted her resume, which helped 

when she applied for Amgen Scholars, a program that provides 

opportunities for engineering and science undergraduates. In 

2011, the summer after her junior year, Amgen sponsored Pa-

checo-Colón at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. There, 

she conducted behavioral tests and functional MRI (fMRI) 

scanning on typically developing children, children with autistic 

spectrum disorders, and adults. Her duties included preparing 

fMRI stimuli and collecting and managing study data. 

Upon graduating from Brown the next 

year, Pacheco-Colón took a position 

at Georgetown University. Though 

she worked as a research assistant, 

she was not a student, and the posi-

tion came with a degree of freedom. 

Fluent in English and Spanish and 

familiar with French and Portuguese, 

Pacheco-Colón often served as a 

translator for research participants. 

Furthermore, Georgetown encouraged 

workers like her to pursue their own 

projects when they had “down time.”  

In 2015, after three years working at Georgetown, Pache-

co-Colón successfully applied for a McKnight Doctoral Fel-

lowship to study Clinical Psychology at Florida International 

University (FIU). Simultaneously, she received a three-year FIU 

Presidential Fellowship to study the effects of cannabis on 

adolescent development, and this summer, Pacheco-Colón 

received a two-year F-31 award from the National Institute on 

Drug Abuse (NIDA). This award will fund research examining how 

exercise might mitigate the effect of drugs or other unhealthy 

behavior in adolescents. 

Pacheco-Colón has published 17 articles (six as lead author), 

four book chapters (three as lead author), and one conference 

paper—an impressive start for a fi fth year doctoral student. 

She advises doctoral students to go after opportunities. “Some 

people are intimidated about asking, but asking shows initiative, 

drive. For example, don’t wait for your co-worker or co-researcher 

to offer to include you as an author. Ask people in your depart-

ment or your lab if you can help them.”

MDF Fellow Ileana Pache-
co-Colón

“Some people are intimidated about asking, but 

asking shows initiative, drive...[D]on’t wait for 

your co-worker or co-researcher to offer to include 

you as an author. Ask people in your department 

or your lab if  you can help them.”

-- MDF Fellow Ileana Pacheco-Colón

Ileana Pacheco-Colón presents results to research assistants in her lab. 
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Brain Bowl Competitors Build Skills, Win College Scholarships
Each year since 1985, FEF has conducted state-

wide contests during which students from our 

10 regional Centers of Excellence prepare for 

months and then vie for prizes, including 4-year 

scholarships contributed by Florida colleges and 

universities. Three contests offered scholarship 

prizes in 2019: History & Culture, which tests 

skills in critical reading; Mathematics; and NAS 

Voices, which focuses on speech writing and 

oration.

The History & Culture Competition, at the local, 

regional and State levels, tests the knowledge of 

students in grades 6 through 12 on a number of 

college-level books that focus on the social, political and cultural 

history of minorities. Questions range in diffi culty, assessing 

knowledge of facts, use of vocabulary in context and analytical 

reading skills.

At the 2019 State meet, 

the Atlantic Coast Center 

of Excellence (Broward) 

History & Culture Brain 

Bowl team, the Plan-

tation High Colonels, 

regained the Statewide 

championship title af-

ter 15 years. The team 

triumphed over eight 

other regional winning 

teams in a rigorous dou-

ble elimination tournament consisting of 17 individual games 

played from 8:30 a.m. until well into the afternoon.

All champion team members are attending or will begin college 

on 4-year Brain Bowl scholarships by fall 2020 at Florida A&M 

University, Florida Gulf Coast University, Stetson University and 

the University of Central Florida.

For Mathematics, each year up 

to 30 teams compete at State 

in three separate contests, one 

for students in grades 6 through 

8, one for grades 9 and 10 and 

another for grades 11 and 12. 

Winners at the 11th and 12th 

grade level earn college schol-

arships.

At the 2019 meet, the Mathletes 

from the Palm Beach County 

Center of Excellence took fi rst 

place, the team’s fi rst champi-

onship since 2013. During the competition, the team bested 

several others solving challenging Algebra I, Geometry and 

Algebra II problem questions derived from the SAT.  

Team members are attending or will begin college on 

Brain Bowl scholarships by summer 2020 at Florida 

State University and the University of Central Florida.

In NAS Voices, students in grades 9 through 12 compete 

in a high-stakes contest that requires them to exercise 

public speaking, writing and 

critical thinking skills as they 

form opinions on thought-pro-

voking national and interna-

tional issues. 

This year, Xavier Woodley from the 

Tallahassee Coalition Center of Excel-

lence won the seven-contender contest 

with his speech on whether college 

athletes should receive compensation 

for playing. He will use his Brain Bowl 

scholarship at Florida A&M University 

beginning in the fall of 2021.

Xavier Woodley from the Talla-
hassee Coalition Center wins 
the 2019 NAS Voices Speech 
Writing & Oratory Contest.

11th-12th Grade Math winners, the Mathletes from the Palm 
Beach County Center, pose with the winning competition bracket 
board. From left:  Kenjela Mullings, Donyea James,  Sufi ya Ali, 
Coach Cartier Scott, Fabrice Lamour and Joshua Kuffour

The History & Culture Champion Plantation High Colonels, from 
the Atlantic Coast Center, compete. Team members include 
Bianca Charles, Nepthalie Louis Pierre, Yashema Reuben, Naelie

MCKNIGHT DOCTORAL FELLOWS AND GRADUATES OFFICIATE AT THE 2019 STATEWIDE PRE-COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITIONS: Left to right: Dr. Charmane Caldwell, 
FSU, History & Culture and NAS Voices Speech & Oratory Contest; Dr. Adrienne Stephenson, FSU, 11th-12th grade Mathematics and NAS Voices Speech & Oratory Contest;  
Andrea Wright, USF, 9th-10th grade Mathematics; and Lorena Sanchez, USF, 6th-8th grade Mathematics.

Louis Pierre and Yvenson Elizer.
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CodeMasters Scales Up in Miami-Dade for Summer 2019

After running seven coding camps in 

northwest Miami -Dade for the past three 

years, FEF’s most recent CodeMasters 

grants required FEF to expand its Miami 

offerings to 15 camps this summer, four 

for elementary and eleven for 

middle and high school students. 

In the elementary offerings, 120 

students learned computational 

thinking and programming con-

cepts while coding a two-piece ro-

bot called Codey (the brain) Rocky 

(the chassis). Many succeeded 

in making the panda-faced ‘bot 

speak, display words and graphics 

in his display screen, recognize and 

respond to various colors, detect 

and avoid obstacles, detect and 

respond to light, change speeds, 

and follow patterns along the 

ground. Most students identifi ed 

learning to program Codey Rocky 

as the highlight of the camps, 

where they also practiced math, 

reading, and social emotional 

learning skills and traveled on 

several fi eld trips.

FEF’s eleven secondary camps 

taught computer programming 

to 270 Northwest Miami-Dade 

students. One focused on ro-

botics for the fourth year, with students 

designing, building and programming their 

own Lego robots. In two camps, students 

developed a series of mobile phone apps, 

and in two others they learned HTML and 

CSS, built their own web sites, and earned 

vendor-neutral industry certifi cation in Site 

Development. Depending on their college 

majors, students in the Site Development 

camps can receive three college credits for 

earning their certifi cations.

In the remaining six camps, middle and 

high school students designed and built 

digital games. High school students 

developed their projects using in-

dustry-standard Construct3, while 

middle schoolers used MIT Scratch. 

Middle school students also studied 

for and earned Digital Tool certifi -

cation over the summer, signifying 

mastery of game design and be-

ginning programming concepts. In 

addition to coding, all middle and 

high school camps incorporated 

multiple visits by career mentors 

and weekly excursions to colleges 

and STEAM-rich community venues.  

CodeMasters Becomes a STEM Program Provider in Hillsborough County
Many summer camp providers desire to offer coding as part of their programs but lack the expertise or time to incorporate it 

themselves. Enter FEF and CodeMasters, which for the fi rst time this year participated in vendor fairs to offer to teach kids from 

kindergarten through high school to code.  Several partners accepted the offer and contracted with FEF to teach nine separate 

STEM camp components. 

FEF taught Codey Rocky robotics to two classes of kindergarten through third 

grade students in the ReDefi ners foreign language camp; game design to stu-

dents attending programs at the Tampa Police Department’s two Resources in 

Community Hope (RICH) Houses; classes in robotics and game design at each 

of four camps for various grade levels conducted by the Tampa Heights Junior 

Civic Association, and one middle school game design class for the Corporation 

to Develop Communities of Tampa, Inc. (CDC of Tampa). 

FEF’s Executive Vice President Lyra Logan trained instructors in robotics, game 

design, and mobile app development to teach these and FEF’s other summer 

coding programs. FEF won high praise for these efforts from our partners and 

their funder and intends to expand STEM-only offerings in 2020. 
Instructors learn to teach robotics with Codey Rockey.

Students dissect a frog during a fi eld trip to Miami-Dade College. 

A middle school student builds and programs her show-
case robot.

A high school student works on his web design project. 
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2019 Winning State NAS Codes Apps Focus on School Safety 
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Upcoming FEF Events

  Feb. 21-22, 2020    MDF Mid-Year Research and Writing Conference, 

Tampa

  March 20-21, 2020 35th Annual Brain Bowl Competitions & Florida Na-

tional Achievers Society Pre-College Summit, Tampa

  June 19-20, 2020   MDF New Fellows’ Orientation, Tampa 
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Like many U.S. students since the 2018 

Parkland school shooting, FEF’s state-

wide Mobile App Challenge competitors 

worry about encountering danger at 

school. As evidence of this point, one-

half of the teams in the 2019 Challenge 

addressed school safety with their en-

tries, including the developers of the 

winning middle and high school apps.

The fi rst-place middle 

school team, Gabriela 

Morales and Adriana 

Sanchez from the Tam-

pa Area Center of Excel-

lence, in a project cited 

for compelling design, 

provided a means for 

individual students to 

alert authorities of se-

curity issues and bul-

lying. The champion 

high school team, Chai 

Comrie, Joshua Cajuste and Fridjinah 

Francois from the Atlantic Coast Cen-

ter of Excellence, developed an elabo-

rate school-wide alert system through 

an app that displays color and silent 

messages to notify the community 

about impending crisis. Other teams 

created apps useful for other purposes: 

one answers tech support 

queries that don’t require 

human assistance; another 

informs and reminds stu-

dents about school dead-

lines and events; and an-

other teaches online safety. 

Teams began the competi-

tion day in a workshop led 

by FEF Executive Vice Pres-

ident Lyra Logan, a certi-

fi ed MIT App Inventor Mas-

ter Trainer, learning to build projects 

on the App Inventor platform. The 

platform allows developers to quickly 

create apps with real-world impact 

that incorporate high-powered mo-

bile technology functions.

After the workshop, students refi ned 

their app designs and began to build 

their projects with the 

help of a tech team 

led by Maria Migueliz 

Valcarlos, a Graduate 

Assistant in Cyberse-

curity Curricula at the 

University of South Flor-

ida. Prior to presenting 

their projects to the 

audience, teams com-

pleted written summa-

ries highlighting their 

apps’ goals and key 

features. Projects were 

then judged by McKnight Doctoral 

Fellow Anthony Windmon and his col-

league Shanice Clarke, USF doctoral 

students in computer science.  

For competing, all teams received 

bags of swag, and winning team 

members received tech gift cards.

High school App Challenge winners from the Atlantic Coast 
Center: Chai Comrie, Joshua Cajuste and Fridjinah Francois

Tech mentor Maria Migueliz Valcarlos assists middle school App 
Challenge winners Gabriela Morales and Adriana Martinez Sanchez.

Chief Judge Anthony Windmon, a McK-
night Doctoral Fellow in Computer Science 
at USF, announces the Challenge winners. 
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